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We present a simple and intuitive model for analyzing the optical response of metallic surfaces patterned by
arbitrary one-dimensional arrays of subwavelength �sub-�� structures. In the present microscopic approach, the
near-field response close to the surface is composed of a linear combination of elementary hybrid waves, which
are shown to solely depend on the frequency and to be merely independent of the incident illumination and of
the scatterer geometry. The model is tested against fully vectorial computational results obtained for simple
systems that can be handled numerically with fully vectorial methods and, in contrast to classical models that
solely rely on surface plasmon polaritons, the present model is shown to be highly accurate over a broad
spectral range below the plasma frequency of the metal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metallic surfaces patterned with sub-� indentations pos-
sess a variety of interesting optical properties, with applica-
tions ranging from sensing, photonic, and metamaterial de-
vices, to integrated circuits mixing photonics and
electronics.1–3 With the progress of nanofabrication, there is
an increasing demand for modeling these surfaces. Their
properties are very accurately predicted by solving Max-
well’s equations with fully vectorial methods, and this can be
performed over the entire electromagnetic spectrum, for di-
mensions from the millimeter down to the nanometer ranges.
However, there are some limitations. For instance, except for
fully periodic structures, the analysis of surfaces composed
of more than a few tens of indentations is extremely demand-
ing in terms of computational resources or impossible. In
addition, because of their broad applicability, fully vectorial
methods often rely on mathematical and numerical concepts
that are distant from our initial intuitive understanding. For
instance at optical frequencies, whereas one usually refers to
a Huygens-type “microscopic” representation at the level of
every individual scatterer for designing sub-� metallic
surfaces,1–16 assuming that some surface plasmon polaritons
�SPPs� initially launched by an illuminated indentation
propagate on the metal surface before being further scattered
by nearby indentations, modern electromagnetic theories,
and computational methods in plasmonics17–19 do not explic-
itly consider the local SPPs and refer to global quantities
attached to the whole indentation ensembles. Indeed, having
computational tools, theoretical treatments, and intuitive rep-
resentations that all share the same concepts would largely
facilitate further analysis and design of plasmonic and
metamaterial devices.

In line with the initial interpretation of Wood’s anomalies
by Rayleigh and Fano20,21 who provided a microscopic
theory of metallic gratings and with recent related
works13,14,16,22–24 on the elaboration of microscopic models
aiming at building collective properties of complex systems
from the association of individual sub-� entities, we propose

an approximate �albeit accurate� microscopy theory of sub-�
metallic surfaces. The present approach not only takes into
account the SPPs but also another residual wave, called the
quasicylindrical wave �quasi-CW�,25 which is dominant for
��1000 nm with noble metals. This allows us to bring an
insight into the physics of wave scattering by individual
sub-� indentations on metallic surfaces, and to propose a
generalized multiple-scattering theory, which sticks to our
microscopic representation and provides highly accurate pre-
dictions over the entire electromagnetic spectrum below the
metal plasma frequency.

The present model relies on two original findings. The
first one concerns the field scattered by individual sub-� two-
dimensional �2D� indentations �invariant in a single y direc-
tion� on metallic surfaces. We argue that, for a given fre-
quency, this field forms a fixed entity, called a hybrid wave
�HW� hereafter,26 whose overall shape is independent of the
incident illumination and of the exact structure of the sub-�
scatterer �Sec. II�. The second one concerns the definition of
scattering coefficients for the HW �Sec. III�, which allows us
to propose an intuitive multiple-scattering formalism �Sec.
IV�. Fundamentally, we show that the near-field of any sub-�
metallic surface can be described as a superposition of HWs,
generated at every indentation. As shown by comparison
with numerical data obtained for simple geometries �such as
indentation doublets and periodic arrays of holes� that can be
analyzed with fully vectorial methods, the model provides
highly accurate predictions and is probably able to faithfully
predict the optical properties of a large variety of sub-� me-
tallic surfaces. The results are summarized in Sec. V.

II. HYBRID WAVES

Let us start by having a close look at the electromagnetic
field scattered by individual sub-� indentations, which lie on
an interface between air �relative permittivity �d=1� and
gold �the frequency-dependent relative permittivity �m is
taken from Ref. 27� and which are illuminated by either free-
space or bound waves under transverse-magnetic �TM� po-
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larization �magnetic vector along the invariant y direction�.
Since the field generated on the surface is responsible for the
electromagnetic interaction between nearby indentations, it is
carefully examined in Fig. 1 �black solid curves� for various
incident illuminations and various slit and ridge geometries.
The calculation is performed using an aperiodic-Fourier
modal method �a-FMM�,28,29 a fully vectorial frequency-
domain modal method. The a-FMM is a generalization of the
well-developed rigorous coupled wave analysis �RCWA�,30

and includes perfectly matched layers to handle the outgoing
wave conditions. It is essential to keep in mind that, in Fig.
1, the scattered fields have all been normalized such that
Hy��x�=��=1. Otherwise, their phases and amplitudes would
strongly vary from one curve to the other. Intrinsically, what
counts in the figure is the field shape, which is found to
solely depend on the frequency and to be merely independent
of the incident illumination and of the scatterer geometry. We
emphasize that this result is not obtained for very tiny scat-
terers that operate in the weak scattering regime and that are
well predicted by perturbation theory but for weakly sub-�
indentations �slits or ridges with dimensions up to �� /3�
that incorporate localized resonances and that are currently
of great importance for plasmonic and metamaterial
devices.1–12,17–19

This observation can be theoretically justified by the fact
that, under illumination by an external TM-polarized electric
field Eext=Ex

extx+Ez
extz, a small nonmagnetic 2D indentation

�at x=z=0� can be approximately represented by two effec-
tive electric line sources �invariant in the y direction�, polar-
ized either parallel or perpendicular to the interface �z=0�,
px= ��xxEx

ext+�xzEz
ext�x, or pz= ��zxEx

ext+�zzEz
ext�z, where � is

a 2�2 polarizability tensor. Recently we analytically solved
the problem of light emission by an oscillating electric line
source on a metal-dielectric interface,25 and provided that
��m���d �a condition readily met in practice for metals illu-
minated below their plasma frequencies�, we found that the
electromagnetic fields emitted by the x- and z-polarized elec-
tric line sources are the same, and are also equal to the ra-

diation by a y-polarized magnetic line source. In other
words, the three Green’s-function-tensor source components
degenerate and only differ by a complex proportionality fac-
tor. Therefore, even if the polarizability tensor of sub-� in-
dentations strongly depends on the incident illumination and
on the actual indentation geometry, size, and refractive in-
dex, the overall shape �not the complex amplitude� of the
field scattered on every side of an arbitrary sub-� indenta-
tion illuminated by an arbitrary incident field may be re-
garded as a fixed quantity. The latter is nothing else than the
HW previously introduced and is approximately proportional
to the field response at �x ,z� to a y-polarized magnetic line
source at x=z=0 on the metal surface. Denoting by HHW

+ and
HHW

− the scattered HWs launched on every side of the inden-
tation, we may write

Hy�x,z� = c+HHW
+ �x,z� + c−HHW

− �x,z� , �1�

where c+ and c− are complex excitation coefficients �see the
inset of Fig. 1�, and as shown in several recent reports,22–25

HHW
+ is given by

HHW
+ �x,0� = HSP

+ �x,0� + HCW
+ �x,0�

= exp�ikSPx� + �2�
kSP

2

k0
2

��d�m

�m − �d
�−1

�Im + Id� ,

�2�

for x�0 and 0 otherwise. The HW is composed of a fixed
mixing ratio31 between an SPP contribution, HSP

+ �x ,0�
=exp�ikSPx�, and a quasi-CW contribution, HCW

+ �x ,0�. In Eq.
�2�, kSP=k0��d�m / ��d+�m�	1/2 is the in-plane SPP propaga-
tion constant �k0=2� /� being real� and Im=exp

�−i� /4�
�d

�m−�d

0

+	 exp�ik0x��m+it��t

�1−��m+it�k0
2/kSP

2 	��m+it
dt, Id being obtained from

Im by exchanging �d and �m. Im+ Id can be calculated by
numerical integration and asymptotically behaves as
x−1/2 exp�ik0�d

1/2x� in the vicinity of the scatterer.22–25 Note
that due to symmetry reasons, HHW

− �x ,z�=HHW
+ �−x ,z�.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Field scattered by individual 2D sub-� indentations. ��a� and �b�	 Magnetic fields Hy scattered on the surface �at
z=0� for �=0.97 and 3 
m. They are vertically shifted by 2 and normalized such that Hy��x�=��=1. The black solid curves are data
calculated with the a-FMM and the two red dashed curves show the HW calculated using Eq. �2�. The results are gathered for gold slits and
ridges with widths 0.27� and ridge height 0.27�. From bottom to top, the illuminations correspond to a plane wave, the fundamental slit
TEM00 mode, a HW generated by a y-polarized magnetic line source located on the surface at x=−�, and a SPP mode. The dashed and solid
arrows on the surface represent HWs and SPPs, respectively, the arrows in the slit represent fundamental slit modes, and other arrows in free
space represent plane waves. The arrows denoting incident and scattered waves are in red and in green, respectively. This notation of arrows
is consistently used in the following figures.
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As shown in Fig. 1, the HW expression of Eq. �2� �red
dashed curves� is a very good approximation for the actual
fields �black solid curves� scattered by sub-� indentations
with finite dimensions up to �� /3. We have performed other
calculations for other wavelengths down to �=500 nm, for
other geometries such as grooves, hole chains �see Sec. IV�,
or noncentrosymmetric indentations, and for various trans-
versal sizes of sub-� indentations. We always found that the
overall shape of the scattered field weakly depends on the
incident field and on the actual details of the sub-� scatterer,
and that the HW expression of Eq. �2� is a trusty approxima-
tion of the scattered field, which is rather robust to the in-
dentation size; only the excitation coefficients �the c+ and c−�
strongly depend on the incident illumination and on the fine
structure of the indentation �just like the polarizability tensor
��.

III. DEFINITION AND CALCULATION OF SCATTERING
COEFFICIENTS FOR HYBRID WAVES

The previous analysis sets the HW at the heart of the
scattering physics of sub-� metallic surfaces: since external
fields illuminating the surface locally excite HWs �Figs. 2�a�
and 2�b�	 and since the launched HWs further scatter into
new HWs �Fig. 2�d�	, we anticipate that the near-field re-
sponse of arbitrary sub-� metallic surfaces can be modeled
as a pure superposition of HWs, see Eq. �4� hereafter. A
crucial point is how to determine the HW superposition?

A. Definition of HW scattering coefficients

In Sec. IV, the HW superposition is determined through a
coupled-HW model that relies on HW scattering coefficients
associated with every individual indentation of the surface
�upper row of Fig. 2�. The model fully preserves and further
generalizes the intuitive picture of a wave progression
through multiple scattering on the surface, which constitutes
the main strength of classical SPP models.4–16 For instance,
the HW-to-HW scattering �upper row of Fig. 2�d�	 contains
not only the classical SPP-to-SPP scattering �lower row of
Fig. 2�d�, Refs. 4–16	 but also the conversion of quasi-CW

into SPPs �Ref. 32� by scattering on a sub-� defect.
However, scattering coefficients are only defined for nor-

mal modes33 in classical theories.34,35 Because HWs are not
normal modes �they are a superposition of modes�, they do
not obey orthogonality or reciprocity relationships.34,35 Thus
one may think that it is difficult �or even impossible� to
define scattering coefficients for those waves. In the follow-
ing, we overcome this difficulty and show that, not only
scattering coefficients can be defined for HWs but also they
can be approximately calculated as “classical” SPP scattering
coefficients for any geometry and for any frequency.

The SPP scattering coefficients corresponding to the HW
ones are shown in the lower row of Fig. 2. The subscripts
“SP” or “HW” are related to SPP or HW quantities, respec-
tively. To establish the correspondence between SPP and HW
scattering coefficients, let us start by considering the launch-
ing of HWs or SPPs under the illumination by a plane wave
or by a slit mode. Since the HW is a combination of SPP and
quasi-CW waves with a fixed mixing ratio31 at a given wave-
length, the HW excitation rates may be directly derived from
SPP excitation rates, and we have �Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�	

�HW�kx� � �SP�kx�, �HW � �SP, �3a�

where kx denotes the in-plane parallel wave vector of the
incident plane wave. Then by noting that, although different
by nature, the HW and SPP fields share many electromag-
netic properties close to the metal surface �almost identical
propagation constants, similar penetration depth in the
metal…�, one may invoke a form of causality principle, to
further infer that the fields scattered by any indentation illu-
minated by either a HW or a SPP are nearly identical.36

Using the same HW and SPP normalizations, this implies
that �Figs. 2�c� and 2�d�	

�HW� �kx�� � �SP� �kx��, �HW� � �SP� , HW � SP,

�HW � �SP − 1, �3b�

where kx� represents the in-plane parallel wave vectors of the
scattered plane waves. The minus-one term in the last equal-
ity comes from the fact that the amount of SPPs scattered in

FIG. 2. �Color online� Elementary scattering events of HW �upper row� and of SPP �lower row� for a centrosymmetric slit. ��a� and �b�	
Scattering coefficients �HW�kx� or �HW �respectively, �SP�kx� or �SP	 corresponding to HW �respectively, SPP� excitations under illumination
either by a TM-polarized incident plane wave with an in-plane parallel wave vector kx or by the fundamental slit mode. �c� Reciprocal
scattering coefficients �HW� �kx�� and �HW� �respectively, �SP� �kx�� and �SP� 	 under HW �respectively, SPP� illumination, where kx� denotes
in-plane parallel wave vectors of scattered plane waves. �d� In-plane scattering coefficients �HW and HW �respectively, �SP and SP� that
characterize the transmission and the reflection of HWs �respectively, SPPs�.
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transmission is the difference between the total SPP field
�with an amplitude �SP� and the incident SPP �with unitary
amplitude�.

Equations �3a� and �3b� are remarkably simple and
readily relate nonintuitive HW scattering coefficients to clas-
sical SPP ones. It follows that, although the HW-multiple-
scattering model is much more accurate than the classical
pure-SPP model �as shown in Sec. IV�, its implementation
does not require additional computation loads; like the SPP
model, it relies on the sole knowledge of the SPP scattering
coefficients of every indentation.

B. Numerical calculation of HW scattering coefficients

To calculate the HW scattering coefficients, one may con-
sider a given indentation illuminated by a given incident
field, either a plane wave, a slit mode, or a HW…, and solves
the scattering problem with a fully vectorial numerical
method. A HW incident field can be generated by a magnetic
line source located on the surface in the vicinity of the in-
dentation. Then one may extract the coefficient of the HW
that forms the scattered field, by considering the field scat-
tered on the surface for instance. Although this approach is
valid, we rather prefer taking benefit from the correspon-
dence between SPP and HW scattering coefficients. Indeed,
this is more convenient simply because SPP scattering coef-
ficients are well-defined modal quantities. Furthermore, there
are several advantages: �1� the SPP scattering coefficients
can be easily calculated with various numerical tools. �2�
Their computation loads can be lowered by considering reci-
procity relationships.34,35 �3� More importantly, SPP scatter-
ing coefficients are physical and intuitive quantities,32,37

which are at the heart of the physics of sub-� metallic sur-
faces, even at far-infrared wavelengths for which SPPs neg-
ligibly contribute to HWs that are mainly formed by quasi-
CWs; we believe that it is worth gathering information on
these coefficients to help further designs.

To calculate the SPP scattering coefficients, we use the
fully vectorial a-FMM.28,29 More specifically, referring to the
lower row of Fig. 2�a� or Fig. 2�b�, the calculation of �SP�kx�
or �SP relies on the solution of the scattering problem for the
isolated indentation under illumination by a plane wave or by
the fundamental slit mode. Then �SP�kx� or �SP is obtained
by calculating an overlap integral between the scattered field
and the analytically known SPP field. Details about the inte-
gral are given in Ref. 38. The calculation of �SP� �kx��, �SP� , �SP,
and SP is associated with the scattering problem shown in
the lower row of Figs. 2�c� or Fig. 2�d�, where the indenta-
tion is illuminated by a SPP. �SP and SP are readily obtained
as modal coefficients of the scattering matrix,39 �SP� �kx�� is
obtained by performing a plane-wave decomposition40 of the
scattered field, and �SP� can be extracted from the total field
by using the orthogonality relationship of slit modes.34,35 By
virtue of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem34,35 of normal
modes, �SP�kx� can be calculated in a more efficient way by
using37 �SP�kx�=�SP� �kx�, similarly, �SP� =�SP. For noncen-
trosymmetric indentations, above discussions on the defini-
tion and calculation of HW scattering coefficients can be
generalized without difficulty �see Appendix A�.

IV. HYBRID-WAVE MULTIPLE-SCATTERING MODEL

Developing the HW multiple-scattering model for the
general case of a surface with N arbitrary indentations is
postponed to Appendix A. For the sake of illustration, it is
sufficient to restrict ourselves to the ridge-groove doublet
shown in Fig. 3�a�. This allows us to present the model with
an example that is simple, albeit interesting, since it com-
bines different sub-� indentations. The scattered magnetic
field Hy�x ,z� of the two-body system is composed of four
HWs,

Hy�x,z� = �
n=1,2

�PnHHW
+ �x − xn,z� + QnHHW

− �x − xn,z�	 ,

�4�

where x1 and x2 denote the ridge and groove locations, and
Pn and Qn �n=1,2� represent the unknown coefficients of the
two HWs that are launched at the nth indentation and that
propagate in the positive and negative x directions. The set of
coupled-HW equations is given by

P1 = W1�HW,1�kx� + HHW
− �x1 − x2,0�HW,1Q2, �5a�

P2 = W2�HW,2�kx� + HHW
+ �x2 − x1,0��HW,2P1, �5b�

Q1 = W1�HW,1�− kx� + HHW
− �x1 − x2,0��HW,1Q2, �5c�

Q2 = W2�HW,2�− kx� + HHW
+ �x2 − x1,0�HW,2P1, �5d�

where �HW,n, �HW,n, and HW,n are the HW scattering coeffi-
cients defined in Fig. 2 for the nth indentation, and Wn
=exp�ikxxn� is the in-plane phase delay of the TM-polarized
incident plane wave at the nth indentation. Equation �5� are
intuitive. Referring to Eq. �5a� for instance, the total HW
launched by the ridge in the positive x direction is seen to
result from two contributions, a first one ��HW,1� occasioned
by the incident plane wave and a second one due to the
scattering �HW,1� of a damped �HHW

− �x1−x2 ,0�	 HW initially
launched at the groove with an amplitude Q2.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Test of the HW model for the gold ridge-
groove doublet shown in �a�. The doublet distance is d=2�. The
ridge and groove widths and heights are w=h=0.1�. �b� Magnetic
field scattered on the surface �z=0� for several wavelengths ��
=0.5, 3, and 10 
m�. The predictions of the HW model �Eqs. �4�
and �5�	 and of the classical SPP model are shown with black
dashed-dotted and blue dashed curves; fully vectorial a-FMM com-
putational results are shown with the red solid curves. The vertical
green dotted lines show the ridge and groove boundaries. The data
are obtained for a normally incident plane wave �Hy =1 at z=0�,
similar results being obtained for oblique incidence.
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The practical implementation of the HW model is two-
fold. Using fully vectorial modal methods, we first calculate
the SPP scattering coefficients of the ridge and of the groove
and further identify them as the HW scattering coefficients
�HW,n, �HW,n, and HW,n. We then straightforwardly solve lin-
ear Eqs. �5a�–�5d� for the unknown coefficients Pn and Qn.

As shown in Fig. 3�b�, the model predictions are highly
accurate from green light ��=0.5 
m� just above the gold
plasma wavelength to thermal wavelengths ��=10 
m�, and
beyond as shown by other computational results not reported
here for compactness. In comparison, classical SPP models
that neglect quasi-CWs are only approximately valid at small
wavelengths, and rapidly become inaccurate as one considers
longer wavelengths, where quasi-CWs are the dominant con-
tribution to HWs.22–25 The results are obtained for indenta-
tion sizes of 0.1� �this already covers many geometries of
current interest1–3,17–19�. A similar accuracy is obtained for
larger indentations, w=h=0.2�, and with a slight modifica-
tion, indentation sizes as large as 0.6� may be handled with
a high accuracy �see Appendix B�.

The high accuracy achieved for the near-field data in Fig.
3�b� is not fortuitous. We have additionally tested the model
for far-field data obtained for the extraordinary optical trans-
mission �EOT� �Ref. 41� through a 2D fully periodic sub-�
hole array �period a� drilled in a noble-metal membrane in
air �inset of Fig. 4�. Besides that the EOT represents a diffi-
cult scattering problem, this test is motivated by the fact that,
since a pure-SPP model14 has already been elaborated for
this phenomenon, one may quantify the net benefit of the
present generalized theory.

The hole array is a geometry that is much more complex
than the ridge-groove doublet, as it incorporates two inter-
faces, a coupling of HWs to evanescent fields in the holes,
three-dimensional �3D� indentations rather than 2D ones…
Under the assumption that the energy transfer through the

metallic membrane is mediated by the fundamental Bloch
mode of the hole array,14,42 the zeroth-order transmission co-
efficient tF�kx� can be expressed as a classical Fabry-Perot
equation,

tF�kx� =
tA
2 �kx�exp�ik0nd�

1 − rA
2 �kx�exp�i2k0nd�

, �6�

where tA�kx�, rA�kx�, and n are, respectively, the transmission
coefficient, the reflection coefficient, and the complex effec-
tive index of the fundamental Bloch mode of the hole array
�see the inset of Fig. 4�, kx being the in-plane x component of
the wave vector of the obliquely incident plane wave under
TM polarization �magnetic vector parallel to y axis�, and d is
the thickness of the metal membrane.

The general HW-multiple-scattering model developed in
Appendix A can be directly applied for deriving analytical
expressions of tA�kx� and rA�kx� by considering the
y-periodic one-dimensional hole chain as the elementary in-
dentation. For a periodic array of identical indentations, Wn
=wn=exp�ikxna� and the pseudoperiodic �Floquet� boundary
conditions �Pn=wPn−1 ,Qn=wQn−1� drastically simplify the
analysis; the system of linear Eq. �A2� can be solved analyti-
cally. For normal incidence �kx=0�, we get

tA = t +
2�SP�SP

�1/�HHW + 1� − �SP + �SP�
,

rA = r +
2�SP

2

�1/�HHW + 1� − �SP + �SP�
, �7�

where all the HW scattering coefficients have been replaced
by the SPP ones according to Eq. �3�. The scattering coeffi-
cients �SP,�SP=�SP�kx=0�, SP, �SP, r, and t= t�kx=0� have
been defined and calculated in Ref. 14. In Eq. �7�, �HHW
=�n=1

	 HHW
+ �na ,0�=�n=1

	 HCW
+ �na ,0�+ �exp�−ikSPa�−1	−1,

which represents a field summation over all the individual
HWs scattered by every individual chain. Actually, Eq. �7�
are almost identical to those obtained with the classical
pure-SPP model �Eqs. �1� and �2� in Ref. 14	. The only dif-
ference is the apparition of a new term in the resonant de-
nominator, �n=1

	 HCW
+ �na ,0�, which corresponds to the contri-

bution of all the individual quasi-CWs scattered by the
chains of the array. Since this term can be easily calculated
numerically, we conclude that the additional efforts required
to incorporate the quasi-CW into the classical pure-SPP
model is negligible.

The main predictions of the HW model for the zeroth-
order transmittance �tF�2 are shown in Fig. 4 and are com-
pared with those of the pure-SPP model and with RCWA
data. It is noticeable that despite the complexity of the hole-
array geometry, the deviation of the HW-model predictions
from the RCWA data is imperceptible at the scale of the
figures, and this for the three spectral bands covering visible
and infrared radiations. The present model well explains why
the EOT phenomenon exists at far-infrared frequencies and
even for perfect conductors,43 in a regime where SPPs are
very weakly excited and classical SPP models completely
fail at predicting any transmission. It additionally offers an
insight into one of the major initial topics in grating theory,

FIG. 4. �Color online� Test of the HW model for the EOT. The
fully vectorial RCWA computational results and the SPP-model pre-
dictions for the transmittance are shown with red solid and blue
dashed curves. The predictions of the HW model are shown with
black dashed-dotted curves; they are almost superimposed with the
RCWA results. The data are collected for a gold membrane in air
perforated by a 2D array of square holes �inset� illuminated by a
normally incident �kx=0� plane wave. The hole side length is 0.28a
and the membrane thickness is d=0.2a �upper row� or 0.4a �lower
row�, a being the grating pitch. Three spectral bands are covered,
from visible to near-infrared frequencies: �a� a=0.68 
m, �b�
0.94 
m, and �c� 2.92 
m.
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and may be considered as a structuring of Fano’s intuitive
explanation of Wood’s anomaly.20,21 Such resonances can
also be obtained by computing the complex zeros of the
denominator in Eq. �7�. Such poles correspond to the eigen-
modes of the periodically perforated metallic surface.42 Fi-
nally, let us note that since the HW model is accurate, it may
be used with confidence to design EOT-related devices over
the entire electromagnetic spectrum below the metal plasma
frequency. A quantitative analysis of the physics of Eq. �7� is
out of the scope of the present report and more details will be
published in another paper.

V. SUMMARY

We have proposed an intuitive model of light scattering
on sub-� metallic surfaces. The model relies on the funda-
mental hypothesis that the near field of the sub-� metallic
surfaces is composed of a superposition of the same identical
entity even if the indentations of the sub-� surfaces are not
all identical and even if the indentation sizes are as large as
0.2�. A priori, the sub-� indentations can be any type of 2D
structures; we have checked the hypothesis for metallic
ridges, for grooves, and for asymmetric grooves but we be-
lieve that it should also remain valid for other indentations,
such as subsurface structures for instance. We have called the
generic entity a hybrid wave to emphasize that it is a mix of
SPP and quasi-CW waves. We have further defined scattering
coefficients for these waves, and we have been able to derive
a multiple-scattering formalism, which describes how these
waves propagate and scatter on the surface.

On overall, the electromagnetic property of complex me-
tallic surfaces composed of different sub-� indentations
placed on the surface at arbitrary positions can just be ana-
lyzed from the knowledge of how every indentation scatters
the incident HW. The model not only retains all the intuitive
and helpful features of classical SPP models but also pro-
vides highly accurate predictions. We expect that the present
model, which provides a comprehensive picture of sub-� me-
tallic surfaces from visible to microwave frequencies, may
help further understanding and engineering the optical prop-

erties of plasmonic surfaces and of metamaterials. In this
context, it would be important to generalize the HW concept
to point-defect local scatterers,44,45 and thus to enable a mi-
croscopic treatment of arbitrary 3D sub-� metallic surfaces.
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APPENDIX A: GENERAL HW-MULTIPLE-SCATTERING
MODEL

Let us consider the general case of a sub-� metallic sur-
face composed of an arbitrary set of N potentially different
2D indentations located at arbitrary positions on the surface.
The surface is assumed to be illuminated by a TM-polarized
plane wave �Fig. 5�.

The derivation starts with the premise that the near field
of the metal surface can be modeled as a superposition of
HWs that are launched by every indentation. This is a direct
consequence of our finding that the field scattered by any
sub-� indentation is approximately a HW, whatever the illu-
mination is. Thus under illumination by an incident plane
wave, the indentations generate HWs, which further generate
HWs again by scattering with nearby indentations. All things
considered, only HWs are at work on the sub-� surface.

The procedure is twofold. After writing and solving a set
of self-consistent coupled-HW equations, the unknown coef-
ficients of the HWs scattered by every indentation are first
determined. This first step determines the near field in the
vicinity of the surface. Then the plane-wave continuum scat-

FIG. 5. �Color online� Definition of wave coefficients for a general sub-� metallic surface composed of N 2D indentations that are
possibly different. The surface is illuminated by a TM-polarized �magnetic vector parallel to y-axis� plane wave impinging at oblique
incidence. Pn and Qn, respectively, denote the coefficients of the right- and left-going HWs �magnetic field denoted by HHW

+ �x−xn ,z� and
HHW

− �x−xn ,z�, respectively	, which originate from the nth indentation located at x=xn �n=1, . . . ,N�.
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tered in the far field is calculated through a summation over
all radiated waves that are scattered by every indentation.

Near field. As sketched in Fig. 5, we use Pn and Qn to
denote the unknown coefficients of the HWs that are scat-
tered by the nth indentation at x=xn �n=1, . . . ,N� and that
propagate toward the positive and negative x directions, re-
spectively. The scattered field can thus be expressed as a
superposition of 2N HWs,

Hy�x,z� = �
n=1

N

�PnHHW
+ �x − xn,z� + QnHHW

− �x − xn,z�	 ,

�A1�

where HHW
+ �x ,z� and HHW

− �x ,z� are defined in Eq. �1�. Refer-
ring to the HW scattering coefficients defined in Fig. 2, a set
of 2N coupled-HW equations with 2N unknowns �the Pn and
Qn� is straightforwardly written as

Pn = Wn�HW,n
+ �kx� + �HW,n

+ �
m=0

n−1

PmHHW
+ �xn − xm,0�

+ HW,n
− �

m=n+1

N+1

QmHHW
− �xn − xm,0� , �A2a�

Qn = Wn�HW,n
− �kx� + HW,n

+ �
m=0

n−1

PmHHW
+ �xn − xm,0�

+ �HW,n
− �

m=n+1

N+1

QmHHW
− �xn − xm,0� , �A2b�

where n=1, . . . ,N, Wn=exp�ikxxn� is the in-plane phase de-
lay of the incident plane wave at the nth indentation, and
HW,n

� , �HW,n
� , and �HW,n

� �kx� are the HW scattering coeffi-
cients defined in Fig. 2 for the nth indentation. Here we use
the additional “plus” and “minus” superscripts to discrimi-
nate HW scattering coefficients corresponding to right- or
left-going electromagnetic waves for possibly noncentrosym-
metric indentations. We additionally have P0=QN+1=0 to
specify that no HW impinges from the two outer sides of the
indentation ensemble. Equation �A2� describe the scattering
processes that occur at the nth indentation. They can be un-
derstood intuitively. Referring to Eq. �A2a� for instance, the
first term represents the right-going HW launched by the
incident plane wave; the second term represents a sum over
all the right-going HWs that are excited by all the individual
right-going HWs, the latter being generated at indentations
located on the left side of the nth indentation �m�n� and
further propagating �HHW

+ �xn−xm ,0�	 to the nth indentation
before being scattered ��HW,n

+ � there. The third term has a
similar interpretation, and represents a sum over all the right-
going HWs at the nth indentation excited by all the left-
going HWs that are generated at indentations located on the
right side of the nth indentation �m�n�. Equation �A2b� rep-
resents the excitation of the left-going HWs and can be un-
derstood in a similar way. Once all scattering coefficients
HW,n

� , �HW,n
� , and �HW,n

� �kx� are calculated for every indenta-
tion, the set of 2N linear equations defined by Eqs. �A2a� and
�A2b� with 2N unknowns, the Pn and Qn, is easily solved

with a matrix inversion. The associated computation loads
are much weaker than those related to the fully vectorial
calculations of the HW scattering coefficients �see Sec. III
for details�. Finally note that Eqs. �4� and �5� obtained for a
ridge-groove geometry represent the special case N=2. The
knowledge of the Pn and Qn entirely determines the near
field of the sub-� surface. For the classical pure-SPP
model,4–12 its equations can be directly obtained from Eqs.
�A1� by removing the quasi-CW contribution �replacing HHW

�

by HSP
� and replacing the HW scattering coefficients by the

corresponding SPP ones�.
Far field. Once the HW coefficients Pn and Qn are known,

in a second step, one may determine the electromagnetic
field scattered in the far field. The latter can be expressed as
a plane-wave superposition, and we have for the magnetic
field

Hy�x,z� = �
−	

	

rPW,A�kx�;kx�HPW
+ �x,z;kx��d�kx�/k0� , �A3�

where rPW,A�kx� ;kx� represents the coefficient of the plane-
wave continuum that is scattered by all indentations and
HPW

+ �x ,z ;kx��=exp�i�kx�x+kz�z�	 is the magnetic component of
the scattered plane wave with an in-plane wave vector kx�. Let
us now expand rPW,A�kx� ;kx� as a sum over all the fields ra-
diated at every indentation

rPW,A�kx�;kx� = �
n=1

N

cPW,n�kx�;kx�/Wn�, �A4a�

where cPW,n�kx� ;kx� and Wn�=exp�ikx�xn� are respectively the
coefficient and the in-plane phase delay of the plane wave
that is scattered by the nth indentation. Again, we find three
contributions for cPW,n�kx� ;kx�,

cPW,n�kx�;kx� = WnrPW,n�kx�;kx� + �HW,n�+ �kx���
m=0

n−1

PmHHW
+

��xn − xm,0� + �HW,n�− �kx�� �
m=n+1

N+1

QmHHW
−

��xn − xm,0� , �A4b�

where �HW,n�� �kx�� are defined in Fig. 2�c� for the nth indenta-
tion that is possibly noncentrosymmetric and rPW,n�kx� ;kx� is
defined as a reflection coefficient from the incident plane
wave to the plane-wave continuum back reflected by the nth
indentation. The three terms in Eq. �A4b� represent the con-
tributions from the incident plane wave, from all the right-
going HWs and from all the left-going HWs, respectively.

Equations �A3�, �A4a�, and �A4b� provide an analytical
expression for the electromagnetic field scattered in the far
field, as the function of the near-field HW coefficients Pn and
Qn. Inserting Eq. �A4� into Eq. �A3� and using Eq. �A2� to
express the Pn and Qn, we finally get the total scattered far
field in an explicit form,
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Hy�x,z� = �
n=1

N Wn�
−	

	

rPW,n�kx�;kx�HPW
+

��x − xn,z;kx��d�kx�/k0�

+ ��
m=0

n−1

PmHHW
+ �xn − xm,0���

−	

	

�SP,n�+ �kx��HPW
+

��x − xn,z;kx��d�kx�/k0�

+ � �
m=n+1

N+1

QmHHW
− �xn − xm,0��

��
−	

	

�SP,n�− �kx��HPW
+ �x − xn,z;kx��d�kx�/k0�� ,

�A5�

where the HW scattering coefficients, �HW,n�� �kx��, have been
replaced by SPP ones, �SP,n�� �kx��, according to Eq. �3b�. As
shown in the lower row of Fig. 2, the three integrals in Eq.
�A5� exactly correspond to the three far-field contributions
due to the nth indentation under illumination by the incident
plane wave �Fig. 2�a�	, by the right-going SPP �Fig. 2�c�	,
and by the left-going SPP, respectively.

APPENDIX B: REFINED HW MODEL FOR LARGE
INDENTATIONS

In Fig. 6, we show the influence of the indentation size on
the model accuracy, for example, of the ridge-groove doublet
�Fig. 3�a�	. As expected, the smaller the indentation, the bet-
ter the model predictions. However, it is noticeable that the
model remains very accurate even for indentations as large
as 0.2�. This already covers many geometries of current
interest.1–3,17–19 As the indentation size increases further, the
model accuracy gradually decreases, which indeed directly
results from the Green’s-function-tensor approximation for
the HWs.

Actually, this limitation can be overcome by considering
the actual field scattered by every indentation �its far-field
part is expressed by Eq. �A5�	, instead of its approximate
expression �A1� in terms of HWs. For the ridge-groove dou-
blet, the actual scattered field is composed of four contribu-

tions: the first two correspond to the fields scattered by the
two indentations under illumination by the plane wave �first
term in Eq. �A5�	, the third one is due to the illumination of
the groove by a right-going SPP with an amplitude P1 �the
second term�, and the last one is due to the illumination of
the ridge by a left-going SPP with an amplitude Q2 �the third
term�. In fact every contribution has been calculated when
solving for the elementary scattering coefficients of every
indentation.

The lower part in Fig. 6�b� shows the magnetic field scat-
tered by the ridge-groove doublet, using the Pn and Qn coef-
ficients calculated with the HW multiple-scattering model �as
explained previously�, but with the actual field scattered by
every indentation. Although the calculation is performed for
considerably large scatterers �w=h=0.6��, the refined HW
model is highly accurate for the near and far field �and even
in the groove�, as evidenced by a comparison with the scat-
tered field calculated with the fully vectorial a-FMM �upper
map�.
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